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Mexican government officials were skeptical about the likelihood of OPEC ministers arriving
at an agreement on production limits, and observing such agreement for a significant period of
time. In Vienna, beginning on Nov. 21, OPEC ministers convened for their annual conference to
establish members' oil output ceilings during the coming year. Nov. 18: President of the Mexican
Senate's energy commission, Ricardo Abraham Camero Cardiel, said that Mexico would be willing
to reduce its oil exports by means of a generalized accord with Latin American oil producers. He
said that being outside of OPEC "provides more benefits to our country than losses, and greater
freedom in negotiations concerning Mexican crude." Nov. 21: Unnamed sources cited by La Jornada
(11/21/88) linked to the Secretariat of Mines, Energy and Parastatal Industries (SEMIP) and the state
oil conglomerate Pemex, said that if OPEC does not reach an agreement capable of reestablishing
order in the international oil market, Mexico will launch a new "independent policy" to defend
its foreign markets. Although Mexico is not a member of the cartel, they said, the government
has consistently supported policies implemented by OPEC to restore and maintain oil market
stability. According to SEMIP deputy secretary Jose Luis Alcudia Garcia, the lack of discipline
characteristic of OPEC member-nations will impede arriving at a lasting agreement to stabilize
oil markets and facilitate the recovery of prices in world markets. In response to questions by
reporters, Alcudia Garcia said that Mexico did not attend the meeting in Vienna because "they
did not invite us, despite the fact that our country ranks number four world-wide among crude
exporters." Mexico has previously attended OPEC conferences in the capacity of observer. SEMIP
secretary Fernando Hiriart Balderrama said that Mexico will support OPEC if the cartel decides
to reduce overall oil output toward increasing and stabilizing world oil prices. Nov. 22: According
to a planning document for the 1989- 1994 period presented to President-Elect Carlos Salinas de
Gortari by the PRI's Political, Economic and Social Studies Institute (IEPES), Mexico must follow an
oil policy independent from OPEC based on national interests rather than accommodating foreign
interests disconnected from Mexican priorities. Although the document does not specify whether
Mexico should reduce or increase crude exports, it emphasized that the country's abundant oil
resources should be preserved and rationally employed to meet domestic demand and generate
export revenues. Nov. 23: Several Mexican officials told El Universal reporters that with respect to
OPEC nations arriving at a production control agreement and then observing the same "for more
than three months," they would believe it "when we see it." (Basic data from Notimex, 11/18/88,
11/21/88; La Jornada, 11/21/88, 11/22/88; El Universal, 11/23/88)
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